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Notes from networking dinner 25th March 2015 

Considering Future Security 

This information note was first made available to the Network in April 2015 and is based on information provided by Mike 
Paterson the speaker on the evening of March 25th 2015 



Introduction 
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The networking dinner held on March 25th 2015 included a short talk by Captain Mike Paterson from the British 
Royal Navy. He has kindly agreed to share some of his key thinking with members of the Bestem Network. 

Captain Paterson has served for 25 years in and held a number of key roles in the Ministry of Defence.  He has 
led live-operations both at sea and on land. Until recently he was Head of Maritime and Strategy at MOD 
Shrivenham, and co- authored “The Global Strategic Trends Programme”, “The Future Maritime Operations 
Concept” and “The Future of Maritime Cyber Operations” 

What does this note do? 
 
It outlines three key areas affecting security: 
emerging trends; evolution of threats; and a 
specific note on cyber threats.  

What’s in it for me? 
 
A thought provoking view on how the current 
status quo and your future plans may be disrupted 
by the actions of others. 
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 Keep watch and spot emerging trends 

Understand and Evaluate to identify threats 

Pay special attention to cyber 

Mike suggests that three 
areas should be on your 

agenda right now 



The trend may not always be your friend…. 
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Prediction is hazardous especially about the future. It is hard to look out 30 years with accuracy so the MOD 
conduct analysis of trends and describe a range of plausible outcomes. In a competitive and increasingly 
connected world, the challenge of responding to what is known today can be outweighed by preparing for what 
tomorrow might bring. Below are three areas where global mega trends are developing which may help to identify 
strategic shocks and spot emerging threats to international business.  

Demographics, Urbanisation and 
corruption 

}  The world population is predicted to 
grow from 7.2 bn to 9.4 bn by 2045.  

}  Growth will be faster in the 
developing world leading to greater 
inequality and the potential for social 
unrest and migration.  

}  Super cities in the developing world 
may fail within the next 20-30 years 
making business growth challenging.  

}  If unchallenged, corruption will 
continue to exacerbate social tensions 
and inequality  

Resources and Climate Change 

}  The competitive demand for 
resources such as fossil fuels and 
food will increase in the next 20-30 
years. 

}  Extraction and transportation of 
resources may see increased risk 
from failed or failing states. Opening 
of  politically stable provinces such 
as the Arctic by 2030 will bring 
opportunity. 

}  Climate change will bring challenges 
to the least prepared nations.  The 
frequency and intensity of tropical 
storms will increase. 

Technology and automation 

}  Autonomous systems able to carry 
out complex tasks are likely to be 
ubiquitous by 2045 presenting 
challenges and opportunities. 

}  Developing cyber technologies 
makes the threat from state and non-
state hybrid warfare more likely.  
(we’ve recently seen examples of this 
in Ukraine). 

}  Business will benefit from bespoke 
strategies for dealing with the 
security of mass data and potential 
for ‘spoofing’ or malicious intrusion. 
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For further reading, 
Global Strategic Trends 2045 Fifth Edition - MOD 
The Future of Maritime Cyber Security 2035 – Lancaster University/MOD 



Risks develop into threats…. 
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Understanding the Risks 

}  It is important to dedicate resource to 
‘understand’. Start with trend 
analysis for your business area.  

}  Geopolitical concerns may mean that 
states are more likely to make use of 
economic tools to protect 
investments. This may undermine 
co-operation. 

}  What is the social contract with the 
population in the state we are 
operating in? Do they remain 
supportive? 

Spotting the signals 

}  Part of ‘understanding’ is spotting 
which signals indicate that change is 
on the way.  

}  Identifying signals and trigger events 
is key to maintaining a watching 
brief on evolving risk-scenarios 

 

Examples: Syria saw 3 years of 
sustained drought before the current 
civil war and that wheat prices, (the 
staple diet of North Africa) tripled just 
before the Arab Spring 

Identify and understand the ‘Black 
Swans’ 

}  Black Swans are the small tactical, 
seemingly insignificant events that, if 
compounded, could collapse your 
operating model.  

}  Identify and mitigate these small 
tactical events, particularly where 
interconnected technology or single 
human operators are present.   
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Change is happening faster than ever fueled by: high-speed communications; close trade links; and cross-border 
investment. Rising inequality, climate change and cyber-development combine with politically/ideologically 
motivated ‘real’ and ‘Maskirovka1’ type conflict. With increased change comes increased risk and, whilst we are 
accomplished at compiling risk registers, scenario planning better helps us to understand and to respond quickly. 
Business leaders must ask:  How do we build resilience?  How to make risk based decisions to drive behaviours? 

For further  reading, 
World Economic Forum Global Risks 2015 – 10th Edition 
Signals – Dr Pippa Malmgren 
The Black Swan – Nicholas Taleb 

1.. Maskirovka is a Russian term (Маскировка) broadly meaning military 
deception. Its earlier and narrower military meaning was simply camouflage. 
It later also acquired the intelligence meaning of denial and deception. 



Treat cyber security like HSSE…. 
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People 

}  The insider.  The number 1 threat, 
both malicious and those that make 
expensive mistakes. 

}  Procedures. Simple processes can be 
used to identify and mitigate the 
effects of a cyber attack. 

}  Social networks provide a window 
for Hackers into your staff. Teams 
need to be educated to the threat.     

Technology and Innovation 

}  Prioritise your systems.  Not all can 
be protected, invest in those that are 
critical.  Build resilience in those 
systems. 

}  Critical Enquiry of data.  Be 
critical of data, question the source. 
Data is easy to corrupt and, if altered, 
actions taken may be inappropriate 

}  Educate and train the team to spot 
an attack when it happens 

Managing Information 

}  Change the investment model.  
Legacy IT and control systems with 
short lifespans won’t cut the mustard. 

}  Reduce Information held.  Get rid 
of what you don’t need and restrict 
the data you keep. 

}  Map and Understand.  Key leaders 
need to map and understand the level 
of interconnectedness and the 
resilience of complete systems. 
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For further eading, 
World Economic Forum Global Risks 2015 – 10th Edition 
The Future of Maritime Security 2035 – Lancaster University/MOD 
The projection and measurement of Cyber power – Adrian Tel V MOD 
Oil and Gas Cyber Security - EY 
 

In technical circles, the challenges of cyber security are well understood. In Oil and Gas the complex, global 
nature of the business combines with remote-controlled operations to present increased cyber risk and 
opportunities for state actors to intervene.  Management should assure themselves that cyber is at the forefront of 
risk based decision making in the same way as the Health and Safety movement did 30 years ago.  There are a 
number of models available commercially, but in the most simple terms, the risk mitigation can be broken into 3 
broad tenets.  



More Information 
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The author of this paper is Captain Paterson who has served for 25 years in the 
Royal Navy. He has also held a number of key roles in the Ministry of Defence.  He 
has led live-operations both at sea and on land and he commanded the destroyer 
HMS GLOUCESTER, leading the evacuation from Lebanon in 2006. He has 
supported operations in Iraq, Afghanistan, the Middle East, Libya, the Caribbean 
and the Congo.  Until recently he was Head of Maritime and Strategy at MOD 
Shrivenham, and was part of the team behind “The Global Strategic Trends 
Programme”, “The Future Maritime Operations Concept” and “The Future of 
Maritime Cyber Operations”. 
 
Mike leaves the Navy in summer 2015, network members may contact him directly. 

Mike Paterson 
mpaterson@bestemnetwork.co.uk 

+44 7739 459139 

Gareth Davies is the founder of Bestem Limited, a micro-advisory firm. He has 
worked for more than two decades in the Oil and Gas industry and has held a 
number of roles including: founding and selling a software company; being a 
Deloitte Consulting Director; and various roles in industry at Schlumberger and BG 
Group.  Since graduation he has lived and worked in seven countries. He holds an 
Honours Degree in Electronic and Information Engineering and an MBA from 
London Business School. 
 
To discuss this or any other matter, please do not hesitate to call or email. 

Gareth Davies 
gdavies@bestem.co.uk 

+44 7584 634404  
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Bestem Limited has prepared this document using an appropriate level of care and judgement. The findings and recommendations represent the best judgement of the author(s) regarding the situations 
described and are offered in good faith. Responsibility for any decisions taken based on this information rest entirely with the reader, who should independently satisfy themselves of the validity of the data, 

interpretation and recommendations. Bestem Limited makes no representations regarding this information and does not warrant its accuracy.  
  

Bestem Limited does not, under any circumstance, accept any liability for the accuracy of this information, its use or the consequences of its use. 
  

By using information presented here the reader indemnifies the members and officers of Bestem Limited against associated consequences or liability to the maximum extent permissible under the Laws of 
England and Wales. 

Members of the Bestem network come from European upstream oil and gas companies, technology providers, big 
advisory firms and financiers. Bestem creates value for the network by: actively facilitating introductions between 

members; helping upstream companies look beyond immediate day-to-day tasks and select among new method and 
technology opportunities;  helping technology companies engage appropriately with industry; and structuring projects 

to increase the value potential for all. This activity is undertaken at our expense for the benefit of members of the 
network. 

 
Bestem receives funding from a small number of private clients who retain services for guidance on longer-term 
projects and on an occasional, case-by-case basis when strategy advice is sought to inform transactions, or when 

assistance is required for structuring a scaled project for successful start-up. 


